
BASH Performing Arts Tour 2021 Update 
May 1, 2020 
 
Future European Travelers- 
 I hope everyone is safe and well and that you have found a rhythm to your day while 
spending time at home.   
 A number of parents & students have reached out to me about the BASH Performing 
Arts Tour 2021 scheduled for March 25-April 5, 2021.  At this point we simply need to wait 
patiently to see how things develop with Covid-19 in the US and France/England.  The London-
based travel company that we have worked with for over 30 years is based in London, so they 
have an authentic view of what things look like in the destination that we will be visiting.   
 In the initial trip paperwork, the payment schedule listed the next payment due date as 
May 22.  We will not be collecting this payment.  We will re-evaluate the payment schedule and 
communicate a new plan at the beginning of the 2020-2021 school year when we have a better 
idea of what travel will look like.  In a typical planning cycle for an international trip, we would 
have made a significant payment to the travel company about 54 weeks prior to departure in 
order to secure airline tickets.  At this point our travel company has instructed us to simply wait 
for clarity from the airlines, so all funds that have been collected are still in BASD accounts.   
 A couple of parents have reached out about travel insurance options.  The price of the 
trip includes the Travelex Travel Basic policy.  The Travelex Travel Select is another policy that 
parents/students have obtained in the past.  I would encourage you to research the policies 
through the Travelex website, but at this point you do not need to purchase travel insurance 
because we have not had to pay any funds to the travel company.  Also, we understand that a 
family’s financial situation may have recently changed.  If a student is no longer able to 
participate in the trip please reach out to myself or Mrs. Shaw so that we can work with you to 
obtain a refund.   
 There are some things that you can do to prepare for the trip during your time at home.  
Please have a plan for obtaining a passport if you have not already done so.  With closures of 
various buildings, it may result in a short time frame to apply for a passport in person.  Also, do 
some research on our destinations.  Students will have some time to explore Paris and London, 
so it would be wise to have a game plan of the things that they would like to see and do.  
Although we are unable to venture out right now, it is fun to think about exciting destinations 
for the future! 
 I hope that everyone is healthy and safe.  Please let me know if you have any questions, 
and I truly hope to see everyone soon. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Michael Jordan 
Related Studies Coordinator 
mjordan@boyertownasd.org 
 
 


